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Chapter 1 

 

 

 

Introduction 

                   

 

 

Abstract 

 

Vitamins are micronutrients that often function as enzymatic cofactors or precursors thereof, 

and thus are crucial for various biological activities. The uptake of vitamins into bacterial cells 

is mediated by membrane transporters. These transporters belong to many different membrane 

protein families, one of which is the Pnu (Pyridine Nucleotide Uptake) transporter family. Pnu 

proteins transport vitamins across the membrane without hydrolysis of ATP molecules or 

transport of coupling ions. Thus, they are not classified as active transporters, but as facilitators 

of diffusion. A crystal structure of a Pnu transporter has been reported recently, providing 

detailed insights in substrate specificity and transport mechanism. This chapter describes recent 

advances in biochemical and structural characterization of Pnu transporters, which is the main 

focus of this thesis.  

The only high-resolution structures of a PnuC transporter was determined by crystallographic 

analysis. In recent years, single particle cryo-EM has rapidly emerged as alternative technique 

for high resolution structure determination. Although, this technique is not yet suitable for 

structural characterization of very small membrane proteins (such as Pnu transporters), larger 

membrane proteins are now routinely resolved structurally using cryoEM. In the last part of 

this introduction, I will also introduce an early cryo EM study on the role of SecA in bacterial 

secretion pathways, which will be further elaborated on in chapter 6.  
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General background  

 

All living cells are surrounded by a biological membrane which acts as a barrier between the 

external and the internal environment. The membrane is impermeable to most water-soluble 

molecules and is composed of a phospholipid bilayer in which protein molecules are embedded 

(integral membrane proteins). A large group of integral membrane proteins is involved in solute 

transport across the lipid bilayer (either import or export), and thus make the membrane 

selectively permeable to some compounds [1,2]. The uptake of organic micronutrients, such as 

B-type vitamins is essential in auxotrophic organisms, which are not capable of synthesizing 

these essential compounds. The B-type vitamin family includes eight different B-type vitamins 

(vitamin B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B7, B9 and B12), of which the chemical structures are shown in 

Figure 1. Organisms that have the ability to synthesize these essentials vitamins, also often 

prefer uptake from the environment over synthesis, because the biosynthesis process of these 

complex vitamins is much more costly in term of energy use. One reported example is the 

comparison of the energetic cost for synthesis and uptake of riboflavin (vitamin B2). 25 

molecules of ATP are needed for synthesis, whereas uptake from environment only require a  

few molecules of ATP depending on the transport system [3,4]. 

 

B-type vitamin transporters  

Membrane transporters can be divided into three major groups based on their function: primary 

active transporters, secondary transporters and group translocators [1,2]. Primary active 

transport proteins use electrical, chemical or solar energy sources to translocate substrates 

across the membrane [2,5]. Secondary active transporters transport substrates into or from cells 

by coupling substrate transport to the co-or counter-transport of a secondary substrate, often 

Na+ or H+ [2,6]. These transporter proteins couple the uphill flow of one ion or molecule to the 

downhill flow of another. Thus, the energy stored in the difference in electrochemical potential 

of an ion on either side of the membrane is used to drive the transport of another compound 

[1,2,7]. Group translocators facilitate the diffusion of a substrate across the membrane, and 

couple transport to chemical modification (usually phosphorylation), which traps the 

transported molecule inside the cell.  
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of all eight B-type vitamin molecules. 

 

Transport of B-type vitamins in bacteria is mediated by diverse transporters which are present 

in the membrane as shown in Table 1. Bacterial vitamin transporters are found in a multitude 

of families of primary and secondary active transporters. Only a few of these transport systems 

have been structurally characterised [8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. 

Many vitamin transporters use ATP as energy source for accumulation of the substrate in the 

cell. These transporters belong to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter superfamily 

[2,15]. Bacterial ABC importers are classified in three different groups based on their 

structures: Type I, Type II importers, and ECF transporters. All three groups contain vitamin 

transporters [15]. In addition, an ABC transporter with a fold usually associated with export 

function was recently shown to be involved in import of vitamin B12 in M. tuberculosis [1,2]. 

Vitamin transporters are also found in several families of secondary transporters (Table 1). A 

special case is the family of Pnu (Pyridine Nucleotide Uptake) transporters, which are the main 

topic of this thesis.  

 

 

Vitamin B1 Vitamin B2 Vitamin B3 Vitamin B5 

Vitamin B6 Vitamin B7 

Vitamin B8 

Vitamin B12 
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Table 1. Reported B-type vitamin transporters in prokaryotes 
B-type 

vitamin 

Name Protein name Transporter 

type 

Transporter family 

 

 

 

 B1 

Thiamine ECF-ThiT             

ThiBPQ                

PnuT                     

NiaP                 
ThiV                     

ThiT1/ThiT2   

ABC transporter 

ABC transporter                  

Putative Facilitator 

Secondary transporter         
Secondary transporter 

Secondary transporter         

ECF transporter 

Type1 ABC importer  

Pnu transporter 

MFS  
SSS 

MFS 

HMP CytX   
YkoEDC     

ThiXYZ                

Secondary transporter         
ABC transporter  

ABC transporter                  

 

Unknown 
ECF transporter 

Type1 ABC importer 

Thiazole 
                 

 

ECF-ThiW        
ThiU 

ABC transporter   
Secondary transporter         

ECF transporter 
Putative MFS 

 

 
 

B2 

Riboflavin 

  

ECF-RibU    

RibM 
RibN 

RfuABCD 

RfnT 
RibXY 

ImpX       

 

ABC transporter  

Putative facilitator               
 Unknown 

ABC transporter 

Secondary transporter 
ABC transporter                  

 Unknown               

ECF transporter 

Pnu transporter 
Unknown 

Type 1 ABC importer 

MFS 
Type 1 ABC importer 

Unknown 

 

B3 

Niacin and 

Nicotinamide 
riboside 

ECF-NiaX.   

PnuC      
NiaP 

NiaY 

ABC transporter    

Putative Facilitator   
Secondary transporter   

Unknown                             

ECF transporter 

Pnu transporter 
MFS 

Unknown 

 
B5 

Pantothenate     
 

ECF-PanT   
PanF               

      

ABC transporter   
Secondary transporter         

ECF transporter 
MFS 

 

B6 

Pyridoxin ECF-PdxU  

ECF-PdxU2    
  

 ABC transporter                 

ABC transporter                  

ECF transporter 

ECF transporter  
 

 

B7 

Biotin ECF-BioY   

YigM    

ABC transporter 

Secondary transporter   
                  

ECF transporter 

 

 

B9 

Folate ECF-FolT 

FBT 

 

ABC transporter   

Secondary transporter         

                   

ECF transporter 

MFS 

 

B12 

Cobalamin       BtuCDF 

ECF-CbrT  

RV18119c    

BtuM    
BtuN                 

ABC transporter    

ABC transporter    

ABC transporter     

ABC transporter  
Unknown                             

                                             

Type II importer 

ECF transporter 

Exporter 

ECF transporter 
Unknown 

MFS: Major facilitator superfamily, SSS:Solute sodium symporter 

Note: The table is modified from the published report [2].  
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Pnu proteins and their respective substrate 

 

Pnu transporters facilitate diffusion of their vitamin substrates [2]. The transported substrates 

are subsequently phosphorylated in the cytoplasm by soluble enzymes, but these transporters 

do not classify as group translocators, because the phosphorylation reaction is not strictly 

coupled to the transport step [1,2]. Recently, a first structure of PnuC (specific for transport of 

one of the forms of vitamin B3 (NR or Nicotinamide Riboside) was reported and provided the 

first insights in Pnu protein structure and function [1,8]. Based on this structure an evolutionary 

link was proposed between Pnu Proteins and sugar transporters of the SWEET (Sugar Will 

Eventually Efflux Transporter) family, details of which will be discussed below [16]. Pnu 

transporter family members are found mainly in firmicutes, cyanobacteria, bacteroidetes, 

xanthomonadales and actinomycetales [1]. The Pnu name comes from the first discovered 

member around 30 years ago as a transport system involved in the uptake and further utilisation 

of pyridine nucleotide [17,18,19]. The name is a misnomer, as it later turned out that the 

transport system did not take pyridine nucleotides as substrate. The Pnu family contains 

transporters that are specific for different B-type vitamins as shown in Table 1[2]. The reported 

B-type vitamin transporters PnuC, PnuT, PnuX, and PnuN are described below in more detail.  

 

PnuC 

One of the best characterized transporters of the Pnu family is PnuC.  PnuC proteins are 

responsible for NR (Nicotinamide Riboside, vitamin B3) transport across the membrane. NR is 

a precursor of cofactor NAD [1,2,20]. The pnuC gene from Salmonella typhimurium was first 

cloned in 1986 and this gene was initially reported as a NMN (Nicotinamide Mononucleotide, 

which is the phosphorylated form of NR) transporter [19,20,21,22,23,24]. Later, reports 

demonstrated that the actual substrate for PnuC is NR and not NMN [23,24,25,26,27]. More 

recent data, which are discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis showed that purified PnuC proteins 

from Haemophilus influenzae  and Lactococcus lactis bind only NR,  not NMN or nicotinamide. 

PnuC from N.mucosa has high affinity for NR, with a Kd value of 142 nM [8]. Such high affinity 

for the transported substrate is unusual for transporters mediating facilitated diffusion. For 

instance, sugar transporters from the SWEET and GLUT families which also mediate facilitated 

diffusion have lower affinities for their substrates, for instance 26µM for sucrose and 17 mM 

for glucose, 92mM for galactose, 125mM for mannose and 76mM for fructose respectively for 
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the transporters Srt 1 from  a plant fungus Ustilago maydis and  GLUT 2  from rat and human 

liver cells [28,29]. 

 

PnuT  

PnuT proteins are responsible for vitamin B1(thiamine) transport across the membrane. In 

recent years, a thiamine transporter of the Pnu family in Shewanella woodyi has been identified 

and functionally characterized [1,2,30,31,32]. PnuTSw is only capable of thiamine transport as 

a substrate, not of the phosphorylated forms of thiamine (Thiamine mono phosphate (TMP) and 

thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP) [1,2,31]. PnuTSw binds thiamine high affinity (Kd value of 12 

µM [31]. The affinity for thiamine is much lower than reported for the ECF-ThiT (Kd ∼0.1 nM) 

transporter (an ECF-type ABC transporter responsible for thiamine transport in bacterial 

system) [33]. For PnuT, the lower affinity for substrate makes sense, since it does not use ATP 

for substrate transport, whereas the ECF transporter binds and hydrolyses ATP as part of the 

transport cycle. Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a detailed biochemical characterization of 

PnuT from Shewanella woodyi [31]. Along with substrate identification, a comparison in 

transport rate for thiamine of wild-type and mutant proteins has been presented [31]. This study 

also provided information about the oligomeric state of PnuT in detergent solution, which is a 

monomer [31]. The monomeric state contrasts with the trimeric state of PnuC from N. mucosa, 

of which a crystal structure is available. However, also in this case the monomer is the 

functional unit. 

 

PnuX  
 

Riboflavin (vitamin B2) is the substrate of Pnu family proteins called PnuX [1,2]. PnuX has 

been experimentally characterized and works as facilitator [1,34,35]. Uptake of 14C-labeled 

riboflavin via PnuX from Corynebacterium glutamicum has been shown upon heterologous 

expression in E. coli, and a Km value of 11 µM was determined.  [34]. The PnuX gene has been 

identified exclusively in actinomycetes as discussed in Jaehme et al. [2].  

 

PnuN 

PnuN is predicted to transport deoxynucleosides as substrate. The pnuN gene is mainly found 

in firmicutes such as Lactobaccilus casei and Enterococcus faecalis [1,27]. The pnuN gene is 

located in an operon, also encoding a ribonucleotide reductase and a deoxynucleoside kinase, 

of which the expression is coregulated by NrdR (the Nrd repressor) [1]. This suggest that PnuN 
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could be specific for deoxynucleosides as a substrate, which subsequently could be 

phosphorylated by the kinase. Whereas, E. coli and most other organisms are only able to 

phosphorylate deoxythymidine, Lactobacilli and Bacilli have been shown to phosphorylate all 

four different deoxynucleosides [1,36]. This type of salvage pathways would require specific 

transport systems, which may be PnuN transporters in these organisms [1,2]. 

 

Structural characteristics of Pnu transporters 

Recently, a high-resolution crystal structure of the full length PnuC transporter from Neisseria 

mucosa was reported [8]. PnuCNm is a homotrimer (Figure 2a), in which each protomer has a 

core of six transmembrane (TM) helices, which consists of two structurally related triple helix 

bundles (THB) (Figure 2b) [2]. This THB dimer is connected via an inversion linker helix (TM 

4) (Figure 2b). TM 4 is located peripherally to the six-TM core and brings the two three-helix 

bundles in parallel orientation in the membrane [8]. The monomer of the PnuCNm trimer (Figure 

2c) is the functional unit for substrate transport, based on NR presence in the binding pocket of 

each monomer. In the monomer of PnuCNm, seven conserved transmembrane helices are 

labelled from 1 to 7, and an additional non-conserved N-terminal TM is numbered as TM -1 as 

shown Figure 2b. The core TMs are sequentially arranged in the three dimensional structure, as 

TM 1, TM 2, TM 3  and then TM 5, TM 6,TM 7 with a connection by TM4 in the periphery as 

shown in Figure 2b and 2c. This arrangement of two parallel three-helix bundles, connected by 

a linker helix gives PnuCNm a characteristic 3+1+3 membrane topology [8]. A similar kind of 

3+1+3 membrane topology was also observed in eukaryotic SWEET membrane transporters, a 

crystal structure of which was recently solved [37]. The pore along which substrate is 

transported is located in the centre of the six-TM core (Figure 2d) [8]. In the crystal structure 

of PnuCNm, clear electron density representing a bound substrate molecule (nicotinamide 

riboside) was seen in centre of the six-helix core of each protomer. Because, substrate was not 

added during any step of purification or crystallization, this observation indicates that substrate 

was bound to the protein during the whole purification and crystallization procedure and points 

at high affinity binding [8].  
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Figure 2. Different structural views of PnuCNm. (a) Homotrimer cartoon representation of 

PnuCNm, top view. (b) Representation of the membrane topology of a single protomer of 

PnuCNm with all helices (TM) numbered. The three helix bundles are shown in two boxes. (c) 

Side view of the protomer in the membrane (d) Protomer of PnuCNm, top sliced view at the level 

of the middle of the membrane to highlight the central pore through which NR is transported . 

The figure has been modified from [8]. 
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The substrate binding pocket of PnuC and related Pnu transporters 

The PnuCNm crystal structure has provided insight in the substrate specificity and substrate 

binding residues. One notable remark is that PnuCNm in the crystals had bound NR [8]. During 

none of the steps of purification or crystallization, NR was added, but still NR was tightly bound 

to PnuC. Apparently, NR from the expression host or from the growth medium was co-purified. 

One NR molecule was present in the centre of each six-helix core in the trimeric assembly [8]. 

The bound NR molecule interacts with residue from TMs 1, 3, 5 and 6, and binds to the most 

conserved sequence motif (WxxWxxxN/D) which is present on TM 6  [8]. The two tryptophans 

of this motif (182 and 185 in PnuCNm) interact with the aromatic nicotinamide ring, whereas 

asparagine (N189) interacts with the carboxamide group of the nicotinamide ring [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Representation of the binding site of PnuC from N. mucosa and showing substrate 

interacting amino acid residues. (a) The substrate binding pocket of PnuCNm with bound NR 

molecule (yellow sticks) and the interacting residues from TM 1,3,5, 6 and 7, shown as grey 

sticks. (b) Amino acid residues in TM3 and 7 form the inner and outer gates. The figure has 

been modified from [8]. 

All the Pnu transporters show high affinity for their respective substrate. Despite differences in 

substrate specificity in the Pnu family, the transporters have similar residues in their predicted 

binding sites, and it is possible to evolve substrate specificity relatively easily [30,32]. To get 

more insights in the sequence conservation, Figure 4 shows all the conserved binding site 

residues in Pnu proteins. 

a b 
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Figure 4. Multiple sequence alignment showing conserved residues and their position in the 

respective TMs as seen in the structure of PnuC from N. mucosa. (a) Sequence alignment of 

TM6 which contains conserved motif WxxWxxxN/D is indicated in blue. The residues are also 

conserved in PnuX, PnuT and PnuN marked as X, T and N (b & c). Sequence alignments of 

TM3 and TM7, which are related by pseudo two-fold symmetry. The conserved residues are 

indicated in blue, and the bars on top of the panels represent the respective TMs. This figure is 

modified from published report [1,8]. 

 

Gating in Pnu transporters 

 

The crystal structure of PnuCNm revealed a central cavity in the 6TM core, in which the substrate 

NR is bound at a position roughly midway through the membrane. The cavity is not accessible 

to the aqueous solutions on either side of the membrane, and therefore, we refer to the 

crystallized state as a substrate-bound, occluded conformation. For transport, the cavity needs 

to become alternatingly accessible to the inside and outside solution, to allow for substrate 

release from the bound carrier, and substrate binding to the empty carrier. From the PnuCNm 

structure, it can be deduced that the intracellular gate consists of two layers of symmetry-related 

residues, which block the central cavity from cytoplasmic side. The residues are two 

tryptophans from TM3 (W106) and TM7 (W228) that form the outer layer and valine 57 (from 

TM1) and methionine 174 (from TM5) that act as inner layer [1,8]. To get access to the substrate 

binding pocket from the outside is more complex. The gate (seal) on this side of the cavity is 

very thick and is more hydrophilic. Immediately adjacent to the substrate binding pocket, the 

two symmetry related tyrosines (Y95 and Y214) that shape the cover lid of the binding site. 

The next pair of residues (asparagine (N91) and tyrosine (Y217) further close the access to the 

binding site from periplasm as shown in Figure 3b [1,8]. The connecting loop between TM2 

and TM3 and TM6 and TM7 make a lid (cap) on top of the periplasmic seal. But in these regions 

there are no conserved amino acid present [1,8]. 
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Transport mechanism of Pnu transporters and role of Pnu associated 

cytoplasmic kinases  

The available information indicates that Pnu transporters are uniporters, which follow a 

facilitated diffusion mechanism to transport the substrate [1,8,31]. It has been suggested that 

they directly interact with soluble kinases, which phosphorylate the substrate and trap it in the 

cytosol, or even that they couple transport and phosphorylation of substrate [1]. However, it is 

also possible that the transported substrates are phosphorylated by soluble kinases, without 

direct interaction, just like hexokinase phosphorylates glucose upon entry in the cell [37]. For 

each vitamin substrate of Pnu transporters, there is a specific kinase present in cytoplasm, as 

shown in Figure 5. The crystal structure of PnuCNm with bound NR provides structural insight 

in the notion that the protein translocates only unphosphorylated substrate (NR) across the inner 

membrane, as it cannot bind NMN.  Transport of NR via Pnu is followed by phosphorylation 

by a soluble kinase (NadR), which traps the product NMN in the cytosol [1]. As mentioned 

earlier, Pnu proteins do not appear to have a direct role in phosphorylation of substrate, as this 

is done by soluble kinases. NMN is further converted in to NAD by the same soluble NadR 

kinase, which is a bifunctional enzyme. The role of NadR in conversion of NR has been 

described in detail in many studies [1,13,19,21,24]. We have further characterized NadR from 

L. lactis biochemically and structurally (Chapter 3 of this thesis).  

 

An overview of Pnu mediated transport and further conversion by respective kinases is shown 

in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. A general overview of Pnu transporters (PnuC, PnuX, PnuT and PnuN), transport mechanism 

and role of kinases for the respective substrate. Respective substrates are translocated across the inner 

membrane (IM). Respective kinases in cytoplasm convert transported substrates in final product such as 

NAD, FAD, ThMP/ThDP and dNMP with the use of ATP molecules as shown in all image. The dotted 

line shows (in case of NMN, FMN, ThMP / ThDP and dNMP) that these phosphorylated molecules are 

not the proper substrate for Pnu proteins and thus they cannot be transported. 
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Phylogeny of Pnu  proteins 

 
In the Pnu transporter family, various homologs are found with different substrate specificity. 

The genomic organization of the genes encoding these proteins helped to predict the function. 

Overall, the Pnu proteins are widely distributed among different organisms, as shown in a 

phylogenetic tree in Figure 6. As it has been mentioned earlier, the Pnu family does not have 

any homologues in eukaryotes. 
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Figure 6. Phylogenetic tree of the PnuC protein distribution among various bacterial strains. 

The maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was constructed based on a multiple sequence 

alignment of 92 PnuC protein sequence (uniport numbers are shown in the tree) as reported 

previously [1]. The star indicates PnuC from N.mucosa,  for which a crystal structure is 

reported. This tree indicated that these proteins are widely distributed in various organisms and 

it also shows their relation with their nearest neighbours. All microorganism names: 

A0A0A8GZG7-Campylobacter insulaenigrae NCTC 12927,A0A3D8IY39-Helicobacter 

cholecystus, A0A1B1U645-Helicobacter sp. MIT 01-6242, D3UJ27-Helicobacter mustelae 

(strain ATCC 4377), A0A3D8J9V0-Helicobacter anseris, O25877-Helicobacter pylori (strain 

ATCC 700392)  R7JAG9- Fusobacterium sp. CAG:439, R7M0R0- obacterium sp. CAG:815, 

G8LV98- Clostridium clariflavum (strain DSM 19732), A3DJ47- Clostridium thermocellum 

(strain ATCC 27405) W4V0X4- Hungateiclostridium straminisolvens JCM 21531, F7K8V8- 

Lachnospiraceae bacterium 3_1_57FAA_CT1, R0C7L5- Clostridium] bolteae 90A9, 

A0A1M7JIC9- Anaerosporobacter mobilis DSM 15930, R5VTZ8- Coprococcus eutactus 

CAG:665, D8IDB3- Brachyspira pilosicoli (strain ATCC BAA-1826), E0S2U3- Butyrivibrio 

proteoclasticus (strain ATCC 51982), A0A1G6BTR3- Pseudobutyrivibrio sp. YE44, 

A0A1H9BED5 - Butyrivibrio sp. TB A0A1Y4SE06 - Lachnoclostridium sp. An131, 

A0A2L1GQ66- Desulfobulbus oralis A0A0L6JHH0 - Pseudobacteroides cellulosolvens ATCC 

35603)  F4KUX5- Haliscomenobacter hydrossis (strain ATCC 27775), A0A231QZE2- 

Cohnella sp. CIP 111063 A0A089M3Q0- Paenibacillus stellifer, A0A1I0JIE8- Paenibacillus 

sp. NFR0, A0A3S1DRL7- Paenibacillus anaericanus, A0A089IJQ4 - Paenibacillus sp. FSL 

H7-0737 ,A0A0A3HX79- Paenibacillus sp. FSL H7-0737A0A0A3IIJ4- Lysinibacillus 

odysseyi 34hs-1 = NBRC 100172, A0A1G9EZ19- Natronincola ferrireducens, F7KV33 - 

Lachnospiraceae bacterium 5_1_57FAA, R6WVM2- Dorea sp. CAG:317, C0C429- 

Clostridium] hylemonae DSM 15053 , R5TSR1 - Ruminococcus] gnavus CAG:126, D4W997- 

Turicibacter sanguinis PC909, A0A0K1W1M5 - Spiroplasma litorale, S5MHK7- Spiroplasma 

taiwanense CT-1, A0A0B3VP59- Terrisporobacter othiniensis, A0A2N6SPY5- Dolosicoccus 

paucivorans, A0A1M6QYX2- Hespellia stercorisuis DSM 15480 ,A0A1X6XBG2- 

Brachybacterium faecium, W0Q8Z9- Mannheimia varigena USDA-ARS-USMARC-1296, 

D2ZZC1- Neisseria mucosa, A0A0A3ATB9- Chelonobacter oris, Q65W60- Mannheimia 

succiniciproducens (strain MBEL55E), A6VQU3- Actinobacillus succinogenes (strain ATCC 

55618), I3D8U1- Pasteurella bettyae CCUG 2042, A0A1A7P080- Gallibacterium 

salpingitidis, A0A448TUV1 - Actinobacillus delphinicola, A0A379CAN0 - Phocoenobacter 
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uteri, A0A1H7UV12- Pasteurella skyensis, A0A1T0B3S4- Haemophilus] felis, S6EBB4- 

Avibacterium paragallinarum JF4211, G9K359- Avibacterium paragallinarum, 

A0A2M8RXE0-Caviibacterium pharyngocola, F9Q999- Haemophilus pittmaniae HK 85, 

C4GL51- Kingella oralis ATCC 51147, A0A2M8S066- Conservatibacter flavescens, 

A0A380MKR0- Suttonella indologenes, A0A238T9Z7- Kingella negevensis, F0EXW6- 

Kingella denitrificans ATCC 33394, C9PSA9- Pasteurella dagmatis ATCC 43325, 

A0A3N4WNC0- Frederiksenia canicola, B8F8B8- Haemophilus parasuis serovar 5 (strain 

SH0165, A0A1V3K3T6- Rodentibacter heylii, A0A1V3J230- Rodentibacter 

trehalosifermentans, A0A1V3JWI7- Rodentibacter sp. Ppn85, A0A1X3DG00- Neisseria 

dentiae, A0A263H9C5- Actinobacillus seminis, A0A1V2YCE2- Epulopiscium sp. 

Nuni2H_MBin001, U5J9C5- Bacillus phage vB_BanS-Tsamsa, A0A218KBU3- Bacillus phage 

PBC2, A0A3Q9R7U1- Bacillus phage pW2, V2TDE3- Acinetobacter nectaris CIP 110549, 

A0A1I3SCZ9- Thermoflavimicrobium dichotomicum, A0A1J0KRA0- Francisella sp. CA97-

1460, Q5NGX0 - Francisella tularensis subsp. Tularensis, A0A2X4WCR9- Bacillus lentus, 

A0A3G3BWH9- Exiguobacterium phage vB_EalM-132, A0A0M8QB62- Lysinibacillus 

contaminans, A0A2N5M3H3- Bacillus deserti, W7YRA6- Bacillus sp. JCM 19045, 

A0A0M3RFC3- Bacillus sp. FJAT-18017, A0A098EW97- Bacillus sp. B-jedd, A0A2N6RF49- 

Bacillus sp. UMB0899, A0A0M0G061- Bacillus marisflavi, A0A0M0X9J7- Bacillus sp. FJAT-

21945, A0A371RW13- Bacillus sp. HNG, A0A268K159- Bacillus sp. 7884-1, A0A385NUG8 

- Bacillus sp. Y1, U5LCS0- Bacillus infantis NRRL B-14911 

 

 

SemiSWEET  and SWEET transporters 

 
Recently, several structures have been reported of eukaryotic SWEET transporters and their 

bacterial homologues SemiSWEET [38,39,40,41]. The transporters from these families are 

responsible for sugar transport, and it has been reported that they have low-affinity for 

monosaccharides and disaccharides [41,42]. SWEET transporters adopt a 3+1+3 membrane 

topology which (like the full-length PnuCNm transporter) [8]. The similar topology suggests that 

they are evolutionary related. In both cases the proteins are composed of a core of six TMs 

consisting of two bundles of three helices (TM1-3 and TM5-7). In this arrangement of TMs, 

the TM 4 serves as a linker helix between the three-helix bundles [8]. SWEET transporter are 

mainly found in plants and humans, and play various important roles in pathogen sensibility, 

pollen nutrition, phloem loading and nectar secretion [7,42].  The bacterial homologues of 
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SWEET transporters are called SemiSWEET and consist of only a single Three-helix bundle. 

They form homodimers. Recently, high-resolution crystal structures were reported for 

SemiSWEET transporters. The reported structures are from Leptospira biflexa, Vibrio sp. N418, 

Thermodesulfovibrio yellowstonii, and Escherichia coli [39,40,41]. In all the case,  the 

structures confirm that these protein form strong dimers of two symmetry-related three-helix 

bundles as shown below in Figure 7a-j. It has been shown that the SemiSWEET transporters 

take up sucrose [40]. Among all the reported crystal structures of SemiSWEETs, the E. coli 

SemiSWEET was crystallized in two different distinct conformations, an outward open and an 

inward open state as shown in Figure 7g-j [40]. The architectures of SWEET and SemiSWEET 

transporters are similar in TMs arrangement, and they both belong to the PQ-loop family 

[39,40,41]. The PQ-loop family is characterised by a highly conserved proline-glutamine motif 

(PQ loop motif) as shown below in Figure 7k. In (Semi)SWEET transporters, the loop which 

connects TM1 to TM2  is long, which is necessary because TM3 is located in between TM1 

and TM2, thus forming an arrangement TM1- TM3- TM2 in all reported SemiSWEET 

structures, as shown below (Figure 7a-j).  
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Figure 7. Structures of all reported SemiSWEET transporters. (a) Ribbon representation of the 

L. biflexa dimer (PDB: 4QNC) (one monomer is in green and the other in turquoise colour),  

with side view of membrane. (b) Top view of L. biflexa Vibrio sp. N418 dimer through the 

membrane, the three TMs are marked as TM1,TM3 and TM2, the  colour pattern  is the same 

as in panel a. (c) Ribbon representation of  SemiSWEET from Vibrio sp. N418,dimer (PDB: 

4QND) in magenta colour (d)The top view of Vibrio sp. N418 dimer through the membrane, 

the three TMs are marked as TM1,TM3 and TM2, the color pattern is the same as in panel c (e) 

Ribbon representation of the SemiSWEET protein from T.yellowstonii, dimer with side view in 

blue colour (PDB:4RNG) (f) Top view of T.yellowstonii dimer, the three TMs are marked as 

TM1,TM3 and TM2, the  colour pattern as in panel e.  (g) Ribbon representation of the E.coli 

SemiSWEET dimer in outward open conformation (PDB: 4X5N)  with side view in yellow 

colour  (h) Top view  the E.coli SemiSWEET dimer in outward open conformation  again in 

yellow colour and the three TMs are marked as TM1,TM3 and TM2, (i) Ribbon representation 

of the E.coli SemiSWEET dimer in inward open conformation (PDB: 4X5M), side view in red 

colour  (j) Top view of the E.coli SemiSWEET dimer in inward open conformation  again in 

red colour and the three TMs are marked as TM1,TM3 and TM2. (k) The conserved PQ amino 

acids (stars) among all the reported aligned SemiSWEET protein sequences from vibrio (Vibrio 

sp. N418), T.yellowstonii (Thermodesulfovibrio yellowstonii), E.coli( Escherichia coli), and 

L.biflexa (Leptospira biflexa). The darker the yellow colour, the more conservation, and  

numbers at the end indicate the amino acid residue numbers  in SemiSWEET proteins.  These 

image has been modified from reported papers [39,40,41]. 
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This PQ amino acid motif is present on the first TM of each 3TM repeat. In this motif, the 

proline residue seems to be more essential for transport of substrate than the glutamine residue. 

The proline residue is conserved in both SWEET and SemiSWEET transporters, whereas the 

glutamine is conserved only in the SemiSWEET transporters as shown in Figure 8 [1,38,39,40]. 

But in Pnu transporters, none of these two conserved amino acid (PQ) are found when aligned 

with SemiSWEET and SWEET protein sequences. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Multiple sequence alignment of four SemiSWEET, two SWEET and one PnuCNm 

protein sequences. For these proteins crystal structures are available. The conserved PQ loop 

(dark blue colour background) in SemiSWEET proteins  (Vsp_SemiSWEET (Vibrio sp. N418), 

Lb_SemiSWEET (Leptospira biflexa), Ec_SemiSWEET (Escherichia coli) and 

Ty_SemiSWEET (Thermodesulfovibrio yellowstonii))  are highlighted. The Proline (P) amino 

acid is conserved in both SemiSWEET and SWEET proteins (labelled as Os_SWEET (Oryza 

sativa) and At_SWEET (Arabidopsis thaliana)) but neither of the two residues (PQ) were found 

in the PnuCNm protein, or other Pnu transporters. The numbers indicate amino acids from 

respective proteins. In both SWEET proteins and PnuCNm, only the N-terminal domain was 

used for the alignment. 
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The relation between Pnu, SemiSWEET  and SWEET transporters 

It has been revealed that (Semi)SWEET and Pnu transporters have similar structural features 

but they do not share significant sequence similarity [1].  The similar overall structures of 

SWEET and Pnu proteins as well as the use a facilitated diffusion mechanism by both 

transporter families to transport their respective substrates, suggests that they may be 

evolutionary related [1,2,8,18]. Despite similar overall structures, the loop connectivity 

between helices differs. The overall arrangements of TMs in SemiSWEET and in SWEET 

proteins are similar, whereas it is different in PnuC as shown in Figure 9a-f [8,38]. When we 

compared the SemiSWEET and Pnu membrane topology, both consist of three-helix bundles 

(Figure 9a-b and 9c-b). Within the three-helix bundle of one monomer of SemiSWEET the 

order, in which the TMs are arranged in three dimensional space is TM1, TM3 and TM2. The 

connecting loop between TM1 and TM2 is relatively long, so that TM3 can be accommodated 

between TM1 and TM2 (Figure 9b). SemiSWEET and SWEET have the same TM 

arrangements with TM3 located in between TM 1 and TM2, as shown in Figure 9e-f. In case of 

PnuCNm, TM1, TM2 and TM3 are arranged sequentially (Figure 9c, and 9d) and the loop 

between TM1 and TM2 is much shorter [1].  
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Figure 9. Structural connection between TMs and topological differences between 

SemiSWEET,  Pnu and SWEET proteins. (a) Ribbon representation of the SemiSWEET protein 

dimer (PDB: 4QNC) viewed from the top view of the membrane. The three TMs of one 

monomer are indicated as TM1, TM3 and TM2. (b) Topology of the SemiSWEET monomer 

(three-helix bundle). The loop connecting TM1 and TM 2 is longer than in Pnu proteins, and 

makes it possible for TM 3 to be arranged in between TM1 and TM2, the connecting bigger 

loop is highlighted in red dotted circle (c) The ribbon representation (PDB entry 4QTN) of  

PnuCNm protein. Viewed from top of the membrane. The TMs of the each protomer are marked 
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sequentially as TM1, TM 2 TM3 and TM 5, TM6 TM7. (d) Representation of PnuCNm 

membrane topology 3+1+3. The three-helix bundles are indicated in rectangles as TM1, TM2, 

TM3 (in one box) and TM 5, TM6 and TM7 (in another box). (e) Ribbon representation (PDB 

entry 5CTG) of a SWEET protein, viewed from top  of the membrane.  The TMs of the each 

protomer are marked sequentelly as TM1, TM 3 TM2 and TM 5, TM7 TM6. (f) Representation 

of SWEET membrane topology 3+1+3. The three-helix bundles are indicated in rectangles as 

TM1, TM3, TM2 (in one box) and TM 5, TM7 and TM8 (in another box). The connecting 

bigger loop is highlighted in the red dotted oval. The image has been adopted from published 

articles [8,38,39] 

 

The possible evolutionary mechanism 

Based on the structural similarity between SemiSWEET, SWEET and Pnu transporters, possible 

models for evolution are discussed. The differences in helical arrangement may be the result of 

a 3D domain swap [44,45]. It might be that these membrane proteins had a primordial 

homodimeric 3TM-protein ancestor. 3D domain swapping, which is a mechanism for forming 

different oligomeric proteins from their monomers, could have appeared in the primordial 

homodimer [16,45,46].  To allow for the 3D domain swap, divergence may have taken place, 

allowing two versions with different helical arrangements. The first one had a longer loop L1-

2 (SemiSWEET arrangement) and the second a short loop (SemiPnu arrangement) [1,16]. 

Subsequently, the genes for these semi transporters duplicated diverged in sequence and the end 

fusion via insertion of TM4 occurred leading to the full-length SWEET and Pnu membrane 

transporters. In chapter 5, I will discuss SemiPnu proteins, which are a missing link in the 

evolutionary hypothesis.
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Figure 9. Proposed evolution scheme of the SWEET and full-length Pnu transporters. Primordial 3TM-Protein ancestor diverged into two versions: 

SemiSWEET and putative SemiPnu. These genes duplicated, diverged in sequence and fused via insertion of TM4. In the end, the full-length of 

SWEET and Pnu transporters appeared [8,16]. The image has been adopted from published article [1]. 
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Recent development in structural biology 

For the determination of high resolution protein structures, whether it is for soluble or 

membrane proteins, X-ray crystallography has been utilized for a long time as the major 

technique, along with NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) but restricted to small proteins.  For 

a few proteins, electron crystallography was successfully applied to get their structures, in 

particular for membrane proteins. In the last five years, single particle cryo-EM  (spCryo-EM) 

has gained a lot of popularity as a tool to obtain structures of medium resolution without a 

necessity to have a crystal. The reason for this burst in the application of cryo-EM (termed cryo-

EM revolution) is the result of the considerable improvements in the hardware mainly in camera 

and also in data processing software. Another advantage of Cryo EM is that it is well suited to 

study heterogeneous biological samples. At the onset of the single particle cryo-EM revolution, 

I started to explore this technique to determine the structure of SecA protein involved in 

bacterial protein conducting channel (discussed in chapter 6). 

Structure determination of dynamic biological molecules by using cryo-EM  

Single particle cryo-EM (sp cryo-EM) is a technique which can be used to obtain (high-) 

resolution structures of a wide range of biological macromolecules. The size limit of a specimen  

which was the major hurdle in the past, is not there anymore and currently  in sp cryo-EM, 

different sizes of proteins can be analysed, ranging from  below 100 kDa (soluble and 

membrane proteins) to mDa (ribosomes and viruses particles) in molecular mass [46,47]. The 

last few years have seen a remarkable progress in the (high) resolution structures determined 

by cryo-EM. However back in 2012-2013 the technical limitations did not allow to determine 

most of the structures at the resolution better than 7-10Å, except for a few large macromolecular 

assemblies resolved up to 4 Å [48,49,50].  The development of DED (Direct Electron Detector) 

was crucial to achieve higher resolution. The DEDs are very sensitive and can detect electrons 

directly with a high frame rate and accuracy. The higher performance of the new DEDs is due 

to improved quantum efficiency as compared to previous generations of detectors [46]. 

[51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58]. Another reason for the progress is advances in the image processing 

software which have helped to achieve higher resolution by correcting for specimen motion 

[59,60,61]. Along with the software development, the advances in the computer technology in 

general (GPU-based calculations, neuronal networks, etc.)  has helped enormously by allowing 

rapid classification of millions of particles, using sophisticated algorithms [62]. In this context, 

I made an effort to learn this technique with an aim to get cryo EM structures of soluble and 
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membrane proteins. During that time microscopes were not equipped with DEDs so the 

resolution I achieved was not very high. More details about the protein structures solved by 

cryo-EM are described in chapter 6 of this thesis.  

Outline of this thesis 

The main aim of the thesis is the biochemical characterization of the transport mechanism of 

Pnu and Semi Pnu transporters. In various organisms, Pnu transporters specific for different 

substrates have been identified such as for thiamine (PnuT), nicotinamide riboside (PnuC), 

riboflavin uptake (PnuX) and de-oxynucleosides (PnuN). In case of Semi Pnu transporters the 

transported substrate has not been identified yet (more details about Semi Pnu proteins is given 

in chapter 5).  

Chapter 2: This chapter describes a biochemical and functional study of PnuT from 

Shewanella woodyi   which is responsible for thiamine (Vitamin B1) transport. The main 

conclusion is that PnuT facilitates diffusion, and does not couple transport to the co- or counter 

transport of Na+ or H+ ions 

Chapter 3: This chapter presents crystallization screening of full length PnuT and a shorter 

version of PnuT protein. Despite extensive trials, we were unable to obtain crystals that were 

suitable for structure determination. 

Chapter 4: This chapter provides structural and kinetics studies of NadR from L.lactis, a 

bifunctional enzyme that converts NR to NMN, and NMN to NAD. The main conclusion is that 

NadR may have a central binding cavity, via which the product of the first reaction (NMN) can 

be shuttled to the active site of second domain, where it is converted to NAD. 

Chapter 5: This chapter provides a preliminary characterization of SemiPnu transporters. We 

have characterized the SemiPnu protein from Gallionella capsiferriformans. We found that 

SemiPnuGc forms a dimer in detergent solution, similar to what has been reported in case of 

SemiSWEET transporters. 

Chapter 6: This study presents the first single particle Cryo-EM structure of SecA bound to 

E.coli 70S ribosomes. SecA is an ATPase and plays a key role in bacterial protein translocation 

across the membrane. In solution, SecA exists in both monomeric and dimeric states and crystal 
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structures have been solved for both conformations. The functional role of the monomer and 

dimer is controversial. We showed that full-length SecA was able to bind to the E.coli ribosome 

in both the conformations (monomer and dimer). It was concluded that SecA binds as monomer 

first and then gets dimerised on ribosomes. 
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